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SHIFTED SYMPLECTIC AND POISSON STRUCTURES ON GLOBAL
QUOTIENTS
WAI-KIT YEUNG
Abstract. For a derived stack obtained as a quotient of a derived affine scheme by a reductive group, we
show that shifted symplectic structures can be characterized by the Cartan-de Rham complex. For nonreductive groups, we also show the analogous statement for Getzler’s extension of the Cartan-de Rham
complex. Dually, we construct a Cartan model for polyvector fields on global quotients by reductive
groups, and show that shifted Poisson structures can be characterized by it.
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1. Introduction
In the papers [9, 3] (see also [10]), the notions of shifted symplectic and Poisson structures were
introduced. It has since then attracted the interest of many mathematicians, as such structures arise
naturally in many mathematical contexts, especially when moduli spaces are concerned.
While the papers [9, 3, 10] have set up the foundations for the theory, most of the available examples
are given in terms of some general principles, mostly arising from the AKSZ construction. It seems that
the only example in loc. cit. with an explicit1 description is BG = [∗/G] for a reductive group G. In this
paper, we work out an explicit description of shifted symplectic and Poisson structures for global quotients,
i.e., derived stacks of the form [Y /G], where Y is an affine derived scheme. These examples arise naturally
when one considers, e.g., moduli spaces of representations of associative algebras, moduli spaces of local
systems, etc., all of which are classical subjects, with vast literature. Our description will involve classical
constructions such as the Cartan model for equivariant cohomology, and is therefore more congenial to
these literature. We also expect our description to be useful in questions about quantization, for which
shifted Poisson structures are expected to be a natural setting. Indeed, quantizations in representation
theory are often obtained by writing explicit formulas (often guided by considerations of Hall algebras,
convolution algebra, etc.). Our description of shifted symplectic and Poisson structures should be more
congenial to these considerations, and could be useful, even if only as a vanguard, for the discovery of
unsuspected linkages. Another advantage is that a large part of our constructions make sense for certain
infinite dimensional (gauge) group G acting on infinite dimensional derived spaces Y, although a rigorous
mathematical theory for the quotient space [Y/G] is currently not available.
1
Of course, mathematicians disagree vastly on what it means by “explicit”. We try to demonstrate what we mean in
this introduction.
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Thus, consider the global quotient X = [Y /G] for Y = Spec A and G reductive. Let us try to guess
what is a correct notion of shifted symplectic and Poisson structures. Just like in the classical case,
shifted symplectic structures should depend on a certain de Rham complex
(1.1)

d

d

d

DR0 (X) −
→ DR1 (X) −
→ DR2 (X) −
→ ...

Here DRp (X) should be the (derived) global sections of Λp LX/k where LX/k is the cotangent complex of
X. As such, each DRp (X) is not just a vector space, but a cochain complex (DRp (X), ∂). Accordingly,
(1.1) is a bicomplex.
Shifted symplectic structures are defined in terms of closed 2-forms. Thus, we should consider ω2 ∈
DR2 (X) that is closed under d. But in the context of derived stacks, since DR3 (X) is a cochain complex,
it is not natural to require that d(ω2 ) = 0. Instead, one should require d(ω2 ) = ∂(ω3 ) for some ω3 . One
should also want some control over ω3 , say by requiring that d(ω3 ) = ∂(ω4 ), and so on. In other words, a
natural definition2 for a closed form would be a cocycle in the direct product total complex of DR≥2 (X).
In the case X = [Y /G] of global quotient, recall that every G-equivariant DG module over A gives
rise to a quasi-coherent sheaf on X (see Appendix A for a more detailed description). In particular, the
cotangent complex is represented3 by the G-equivariant DG module
(1.2)

α

→ g∗ ⊗ A ][−1]
Ω1Car (Y /G) = cone[ Ω1 (A) −

where α is the A-linear map dual to the infinitesimal action g → Der(A). Also, since G is reductive,
taking global sections corresponds to taking G-invariants of the G-equivariant DG module (cf. Appendix
A). This gives a description of DRn (Y /G) as a cochain complex:
M
G
(1.3)
DRn (Y /G)[−n] = (SymnA (Ω1Car (A)[−1]))G =
( Ωp (A) ⊗ Symq (g∗ [−2]) )
p+q=n

with differentials induced from the cone (1.2).
It is a classical fact that, if we take d′ = d ⊗ id on the right hand side of (1.3), then the resulting map
′
d : DRn (Y /G) → DRn+1 (Y /G) becomes a bicomplex (see Theorem 2.5). Indeed, this is precisely the
bicomplex appearing in the Cartan model for equivariant cohomology. We call it the Cartan-de Rham
bicomplex, and will write it as DR•Car (Y /G) from now on.
This allows us to define a closed 2-form (also called a pre-symplectic structure) on X. Precisely, an
m-shfited pre-symplectic structure on X is a cocycle of degree m in a direct product total complex:
Y

p
m
′
ω̃ = (ω2 , ω3 , . . .) ∈ Z
DRCar (Y /G)[2 − p] , ∂ + d
p≥2

In particular, every m-shifted closed 2-form has an underlying m-shifted 2-form ω2 ∈ Z m (DR2Car (Y /G)).
Recall that DR2Car (Y /G) := (Λ2A Ω1Car (A))G (we write ΛpA (M ) := SympA (M [−1])[p]). Thus, in particular,
ω2 induces a G-equivariant4 map of DG modules over A
ω2♯ : Ω1Car (A)∨ [−m] → Ω1Car (A)
The m-shfited pre-symplectic structure ω̃ is said to be an m-shfited symplectic structure in Cartan model
(cf. Definition 2.20) if this map is a quasi-isomorphism.
Dually, shifted Poisson structures depend on polyvector fields. Morally speaking, one would like to
define the complex of p-polyvectors as the derived global sections of Λp ((L1X/k )∨ ). However, in general,
unless a module is finitely generated and projective, there might be pathologies in taking Λp of its dual.
2There are also more sopihsticated reasons for making this definition in terms of the S 1 -action on the derived loop stack.

See, e.g., [9].
3In this introduction, we assume that A is cofibrant, or more generally almost cofibrant in the sense of Definition 2.19
below. In general, one should first G-equivariantly resolve the given commutative algebra A before proceeding with our
present considerations.
4There is some minor technical problem for giving a G-equivariant structure to the dual of a G-equivariant module, but
it won’t not concern us here. See Section 2 for more details.
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Instead, one should first take Λp and then take dual. Another modification is that we should take a
certain m-shifted version. Incorporating both of these, we define
PolnCar (Y /G, m) = HomA ( SymnA (Ω1Car (A)[m + 1]) , A )G
M
=
( Polp (A, m) ⊗ Symq (g[−m]) )G
p+q=n

p

where Pol (A, m) is the m-shifted p-polyvectors of A. Recall that Polp (A, m) has a Lie bracket of degree
−m − 1, given by the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. It turns out that, just as in the case of Cartande Rham complex, the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on Polp (A, m) induces a bracket on PolnCar (Y /G, m)
so that Pol∗Car (Y /G, m)[m + 1] becomes a weight graded DG Lie algebra (see Theorem 2.13). One
can then define an m-shifted Poisson structure as a Maurer-Cartan element of the DG Lie algebra
Q
p
p≥2 PolCar (Y /G, m)[m + 1] (see Definition 2.21). In other words, an m-shifted Poisson structure in
Cartan model consists of an infinite sum π = π2 + π3 + . . ., where πp is a degree m + 2 element in
PolpCar (Y /G, m), satisfying the Maurer-Cartan equation ∂π + 12 {π, π} = 0. Just like how the above
definition of a “closed 2-form” relaxes the condition d(ω2 ) = 0, we can also think of this present definition
as relaxing the condition of a Poisson bivector {π2 , π2 } = 0 to the condition {π2 , π2 } = −2∂π3 , together
with a sequence of higher coherence relations.
Of course, what we have explained so far are only guesses. The notions of shifted symplectic and
Poisson structures (especially the latter) are defined in an indirect and quite complicated way. While we
think that our elementary definition is interesting as it stands, it will be more satisfying to prove that
it is equivalent to the ones in the literature. Our main result shows that this is indeed the case. More
precisely, we compare with the corresponding notions in [10], since it is cast in a setting close to ours.
[10] also suggested how to compare the definitions there with the ones in [9, 3].
Theorem 1.4 (=Theorems 4.12, 4.16). For quotients of a derived affine scheme by a reductive group,
the notions of shifted symplectic and Poisson structures in Cartan model coincide with the ones in [10].
As an application, we construct in [14] shifted symplectic and Poisson structures on derived moduli
stacks of representations of (pre-)Calabi-Yau algebras using an explicit trace map.
Let us also mention that, when G is not necessarily reductive, there is an extension of the Cartan-de
Rham complex constructed by Getzler in [4], where the process of taking G-invariants is replaced by
taking homotopy G-invariants (see Theorem 2.26). In this case, one can also define a notion of shifted
symplectic structures based on the Cartan-Getzler-de Rham bicomplex (see Definition 2.28). We also
show that it is equivalent to the general notion in [10] (see Theorem 4.12).
We now indicate the major technical inputs into the proof of Theorem 1.4. This will also serve as a
summary of content of this paper. First, in Section 2, we define carefully the Cartan-de Rham bicomplex
DR∗Car (Y /G) and Getzler’s extension DR∗CG (Y /G), as well as the invariant m-shifted Cartan polyvectors
Pol∗Car (Y /G, m). Our constructions naturally come with maps
(1.5)

DR∗Car (Y /G) → DR∗CG (Y /G) → DR∗ ([Y /g])

and

Pol∗Car (Y /G, m) → Pol∗ ([Y /g], m)

to the ordinary de Rham bicomplex and m-shifted polyvectors of the Chevalley-Eilenberg CDGA O([Y /g]) :=
CE(g∗ , A), commuting respectively with the de Rham differential and the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket.
The G-action on Y induces for each n ≥ 0 an action of Gn := Gn+1 on Xn := Y ×Gn , which fit into
a simplicial system [n] ∈ ∆op (see the beginning of Section 4). The notion of shifted symplectic and
Poisson structures in [10] is based on the considerations of DR∗ ([Xn /gn ]) and Pol∗ ([Xn /gn ], m), with a
suitable notion of functoriality as we vary [n] ∈ ∆. The proof of Theorem 1.4 can be described as a 3-step
process:
(1) For each n, consider the map (1.5) for the action [Xn /Gn ].
(2) Show that these maps satisfy suitable functoriality as we vary [n] ∈ ∆.
(3) Show that it induces a quasi-isomorphism as we pass to homotopy limit.
We have already seen Step 1. Step 2 is automatic for the de Rham side, but is non-trivial for polyvector
fields. A crucial observation here is that in forming the homotopy limit over [n] ∈ ∆, it suffices to take
3

a subcategory ∆inj ⊂ ∆ which is homotopy initial (see Lemma 4.13). For a morphism ϕ : [m] → [n] in
∆inj , the corresponding map of global quotients ϕ∗ : [Xn /Gn ] → [Xm /Gm ] is a triangular extension in
the sense of Definition 3.6. For a triangular extension, the functoriality of polyvectors in terms of a span
is always well-behaved, so that we do not have to perform a fibrant replacement as in [10]. We provide
the details of this in Section 3.
For Step 3, we work in a setting, established in Appendices A and B, where we interpret the ChevalleyEilenberg complex as a certain “1-thin quotient” (see Proposition B.12). Accordingly, the maps (1.5)
for [Xn /Gn ] are interpreted as coming from a certain DG module ΩpCar (X) over a bi-cosimplicial CDGA
O(X), which allows us to have a handle over the homotopy limit. Details of this are in Section 4.
Notations and conventions.
For a group G acting on a set Y (we always consider right actions in this paper), denote by [Y /G]•
the simplicial set [Y /G]n = Y × Gn , with
d0 (y, g1 , . . . , gn ) = (yg1 , g2 , . . . , gn )
di (y, g1 , . . . , gn ) = (y, g1 , . . . , gi gi+1 , . . . , gn ) ,

(1.6)

1≤i≤n−1

dn (y, g1 , . . . , gn ) = (y, g1 , . . . , gn−1 )
si (y, g1 , . . . , gn ) = (y, g1 , . . . , gi , e, gi+1 , . . . , gn ) ,

0≤i≤n

In other words, [Y /G]• is the nerve of the action groupoid of the left action of Gop on Y .
We fix a field k of characteristic zero. Unadorned tensor products are understood to be over k. We
work with cochain complexes (i.e., differentials have degree 1). Shifts are defined by M [1]n = M n+1 .
The category of cochain complexes of k vector spaces is denoted by Ch(k). For DG modules M, N
over a DG algebra A, their Hom complex will be denoted by HomA (M, N ). Hence HomA (M, N ) =
Z 0 (HomA (M, N )).
≥0
The notations DGAk , CDGAk , CDGA≤0
k , CDGAk , dgMod(A), dgModG (A), Algk , CAlgk , Set∆
will refer respectively to the categories of differential graded algebras (DGA), commutative DG algebras
(CDGA), non-positively graded CDGA, non-negatively graded CDGA, DG modules over A, G-equivariant
DG modules over A, associative algebras, commutative algebras, and simplicial sets. The category dAff
I
of derived affine schemes is defined to be the category opposite to CDGA≤0
k . The notation C will refer to
∆
the category of functors from I to C. For example, CDGAk means the category of cosimplicial CDGAs.
The categories Ch(k), DGAk , CDGAk and dgMod(A) (resp. Ch≤0 (k) and CDGA≤0
k ) are understood
to be endowed with the standard model structures, where a map f is a weak equivalence if and only
if it is a quasi-isomorphism, and is a fibration if and only if it is surjective in all degrees (resp. in
positive degrees). Given a simplicial object M• (resp. cosimplicial object M • ) in Ch(k) or dgMod(A),
Π
•
we will denote by Tot⊕
∆op M• (resp. Tot∆ M ) the direct sum (resp. direct product) total complex of its
Π
•
associated unnormalized bicomplex. We will refer to Tot⊕
∆op M• as the homotopy colimit and Tot∆ M
as the homotopy limit, as it is an explicit model for such.
We also specify our convention for the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex here. We always write Symnk (V )
for the Sn -coinvariants on V ⊗n under (Koszul signed) permutation. Unless explicitly specified, we will
not identify it with the Sn -invariants. The structure map δg∗ : g∗ → g∗ ⊗ g∗ of a Lie coalgebra lands
in the (S2 -invariant part of) g∗ ⊗ g∗ . The notion of a g∗ -comodule M dualizes that of a Lie algebra
module N , defined by · : N ⊗ g → N satisfying (ξ · x) · y − (ξ · y) · x = ξ · [x, y] (we do not include a
factor 21 on the left hand side). Given a g∗ -comodule M with structure map βM : M → M ⊗ g∗ , then
the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex is given by CE(g∗ , M ) = M ⊗ Sym(g∗ [−1]) with differential δ given
1

δg∗

by δ|g∗ [−1] : g∗ −2−−→ g∗ ⊗ g∗ ։ Λ2 g∗ and δ|M = δM . More precisely, the differential is determined
by the above specification, as well as by the requirement that CE(g∗ , k) is a CDGA, and CE(g∗ , M ) is
a DG module over CE(g∗ , k). Notice that the factor 21 on δ|g∗ [−1] is necessary to ensure that δ 2 = 0
on CE(g∗ , M ). In the case when A is a commutative algebra with a g∗ -comodule algebra structure,
CE(g∗ , A) is a CDGA, which we will write as O([Y /g]).
4

All of the above discussions for the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex have a DG version. For example, if
A is a g∗ -comodule CDGA, then O([Y /g]) is a bigraded CDGA. Similarly, in Appendix B, results will be
stated only for commutative algebras, but will be applied to CDGAs in the main text without further
mention.
2. Shifted symplectic and Poisson structures in Cartan and Cartan-Getzler models
Let G be an linear algebraic group (automatically smooth since we assume char(k) = 0) acting on
a non-positively graded CDGA (A, ∂), with coaction map ∆ : A → A ⊗ O(G), then we may take the
composition
id⊗d

∆

e
A ⊗ g∗
β : A −→ A ⊗ O(G) −−−−→

where de : O(G) → g∗ sends f to the differential of f at e ∈ G(k).
This map β is a derivation on the free A-module A ⊗ g∗ , and hence descends to an A-linear map
(2.1)

α : Ω1 (A) → A ⊗ g∗

We will take the fiber (or cocone) of this map (with suitable gradings to be specified presently)
(2.2)

α

→ A ⊗ ge∗ ]
Ω1Car (g∗ , A) := [ Ω1 (A) −

where we write ge∗ for g∗ in order to avoid possible notational confusion below. Here, we introduce two
new gradings: one is the equivariant grading, and one is the Hodge grading. The fiber is to be taken in
the equivariant grading, so that Ω1Car (g∗ , A) is a bicomplex with Ω1 (A) sitting in equivariant degree 0
and A ⊗ ge∗ in equivariant degree 1, both of which inherits intrinsic gradings and differentials from (A, ∂).
We put Ω1Car (g∗ , A) in Hodge degree 1.
Then we take
ΩpCar (g∗ , A) := SympA ( Ω1Car (g∗ , A) )

Pr

Notice that the Koszul rule for multiply graded complexes is given by σ(x ⊗ y) = (−1) i=1 mi ni y ⊗ x,
for multi-gradings |x| = (m1 , . . . , mr ) and |y| = (n1 , . . . , nr ). If desired, one can always collapse several
of the gradings by taking the total complex. The collapsing operation is strong symmetric monoidal.
For example, the functor Tot that collapse a double complex to a single complex can be enriched to a
∼
=
strong monoidal functor by the maps Tot(M ⊗ N ) −
→ Tot(M ) ⊗ Tot(N ) given by x ⊗ y 7→ (−1)qr x ⊗ y
for |x| = (p, q) and |y| = (r, s).
Explicitly, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A) is given by
(2.3)

Ω∗Car (g∗ , A) ∼
= Ω∗ (A) ⊗ Sym∗ (ge∗ [0, −1, −1])

where we have written the shift in the tri-grading in the order (intrinsic, equivariant, Hodge), and Ωp (A)
is understood to lie in Hodge degree p.
Both of the A-modules in (2.2) defining the cone have canonical G-equivariant structures induced
from A and g∗ . The map α between them is also G-equivariant, so that Ω1Car (g∗ , A) has a G-equivariant
structure. In other words, the tri-graded CDGA Ω∗Car (g∗ , A) has a G-action extending the given one on
A.
Definition 2.4. The bigraded complex ΩpCar (g∗ , A) is called the bicomplex of Cartan p-forms. The
G-invariant part ΩpCar (g∗ , A)G is called the bicomplex of invariant Cartan p-forms.
Denote the de Rham differential on Ω∗ (A) by d, and consider the differential d′ = d ⊗ 1 on the right
hand side of (2.3). The differential d′ clearly commutes with the intrinsic differential ∂, but in general
does not commute with the equivariant differential (induced from the cone (2.2)), which we denote as δ ′ .
However, it is a classical fact that it does commute with δ ′ on the G-invariant part:
Theorem 2.5. The differential d′ commutes with δ ′ when restricted to the invariant part Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)G .
5

Theorem 2.5 is usually verified directly. Alternatively, it also follows from a comparison with a certain
Chevalley-Eilenberg complex. First, since Ω∗Car (g∗ , A) has a G-action, it has an induced g∗ -comodule
algebra structure, so that we may form the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)). This is
then a quadri-graded complex, with a new grading and differential, which will be called the second
equivariant grading and differential δ ′′ . As a quadri-graded commutative algebra, it is given by
∼ Ω∗ (A) ⊗ Sym(g∗ [0, (0, −1), 0]) ⊗ Sym(ge∗ [0, (−1, 0), −1])
(2.6)
CE(g∗ , Ω∗ (g∗ , A)) =
Car

where we have written the gradings according to (intrinsic, (first equivariant, second equivariant), Hodge).
On the other hand, we can take the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex of A itself, which we will denote
as O([Y /g]) = CE(g∗ , A), where Y = Spec A. This is a bi-graded CDGA, with (intrinsic, equivariant)
gradings. Then, we take its de Rham complex Ω∗ ([Y /g]), which is a tri-graded CDGA with (intrinsic,
equivariant, Hodge) gradings. As a tri-graded commutative algebra, it is given by
(2.7)

Ω∗ ([Y /g]) = Ω∗ (A) ⊗ Sym(g∗ [0, −1, 0]) ⊗ Sym(ge∗ [0, −1, −1])

where the de Rham differential d sends the copy g∗ to the copy ge∗ by the identity map, and is the usual
one on Ω∗ (A).
Comparing the graded commutative algebras (2.6) and (2.7), we see that they are the same if we
collapse the two equivariant gradings in (2.6). The intrinsic differential also clearly match in this identification. In fact, the equivariant differentials also match:
Proposition 2.8. If we collapse the first and second equivariant gradings in CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)), then
the identification CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)) ∼
= Ω∗ ([Y /g]) given by (2.6) and (2.7) commutes with the equivariant
differentials.
Proof. The G-action on A and the induced G-action on Ω∗ (A) induces g∗ -comodule algebra structures
βA : A → A ⊗ g∗ and βΩ∗ : Ω∗ (A) → Ω∗ (A) ⊗ g∗ by post-composing the coaction maps with de : O(G) →
g∗ . The equivariant differential δ on Ω∗ ([Y /g]) can be described in terms of these maps. Namely, using
the convention we specified at the end of Section 1, one can verify directly that the restriction of δ on A,
Ω1 (A), g∗ and ge∗ are given by
δ|A = βA : A → A ⊗ g∗

(2.9)

δ|Ω1 (A) = ( βΩ1 , α ) : Ω1 (A) → (Ω1 (A) ⊗ g∗ ) ⊕ (A ⊗ ge∗ )
1

δg∗

δ|g∗ : g∗ −2−−→ g∗ ⊗ g∗ ։ Λ2 g∗
δ

∗

g
δ|gf∗ : ge∗ = g∗ −−→ g∗ ⊗ g∗ = g∗ ⊗ ge∗

where δg∗ is the Lie coalgebra structure map. This clearly matches with δ ′ +δ ′′ on CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)).



Proof of Theorem 2.5. Translate the de Rham differential on Ω∗ (Y /g) to a de Rham differential d on
CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)). It is easy to see that d = d′ + d′′ where d′ = d ⊗ id ⊗ id under the presentation
(2.6), and d′′ is the unique derivation that sends g∗ to ge∗ via the identity map, and is zero on Ω∗ (A)
and ge∗ . By Proposition 2.8, we see that d′ + d′′ commutes with δ ′ + δ ′′ . Notice that, with respect to
the first and second equivariant gradings, d′ has degree (0, 0) while d′′ has degree (1, −1). Since d′ + d′′
commutes with δ ′ + δ ′′ , we see in particular that d′ commutes with δ ′′ for degree reasons. Denote by C 0
and Z 0 the degree 0 elements and cocycles with respect to the second equivariant differential δ ′′ . i.e.,
C 0 = Ω∗Car (g∗ , A) and Z 0 = Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)g . Then by degree reasons d′ preserves C 0 , and hence Z 0 since
we have just seen that [d′ , δ ′′ ] = 0. Since d′′ = 0 and δ ′′ = 0 on Z 0 , we see that d′ commutes with δ ′ on

Z 0 = Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)g , and hence in particular on Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)G .
Thus, the invariant Cartan forms Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)G becomes a tri-complex, with differentials denoted
as (∂, δ ′ , d′ ), along the (intrinsic, equivariant, Hodge) gradings respectively. We will rewrite it as
DR∗Car (g∗ , A) := Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)G
Definition 2.10. The tri-complex (DR∗Car (g∗ , A), ∂, δ ′ , d′ ) is called the Cartan-de Rham tri-complex.
6

Next we consider the dual picture of polyvector fields. For any B ∈ CDGAk , let the complex of
m-shifted p-polyvector fields be
Polp (B, m) := HomB ( SympB (Ω1 (B)[m + 1]) , B )
Notice that, unlike in the case for differential forms, we do not introduce a separate Hodge grading
(alternatively, it means that we have already collapsed the Hodge degree with the intrinsic one from
the start). At times, we may say that Polp has weight grading p, but such a weight grading does not
contribute to Koszul signs.
We follow the convention of [3] to define the DG Pm+2 -algebra structure on Pol∗ (B, m). The product
structure is obtained by using the symmetrization map (we assume char(k) = 0 throughout) to identify
Sym∗B (M ) ∼
= CoSym∗B (M ), for M = Ω1 (B)[m + 1], and to use the B-linear deconcatenation coproduct
structure on the latter to define the (convolution) product5. The Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket is defined
by considering Pol∗ (B, m) as a subcomplex
HomB ( SympB (Ω1 (B)[m + 1]) , B ) ⊂ Homk (B ⊗p , B)[−p(m + 1)]
consisting of those maps that are a derivation in each variable, and is symmetric under the Sn -action. The
right hand side is the shifted Hochschild cochain complex (with the Hochschild differential forgotten),
and has a Gerstenhaber bracket. One can show that the bracket preserves the subcomplex Pol∗ (B, m)
(see, e.g., [8, Section 2]), which we take as the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket. It is the usual commutator
bracket on weights 1, and is the usual action of weight 1 on weight 0, so that there is always a map
of Pm+2 -algebras SymB (Der(B)[−m − 1]) → Pol∗ (B, m), which is moreover an isomorphism if Ω1 (B) is
finitely generated and projective as a graded module over B.
Now, consider again a linear algebraic group G acting on a non-positively graded CDGA (A, ∂). Let
XpCar (g, A, m) := HomA ( SympA (Ω1Car (g∗ , A)[m + 1]) , A )
which is a bicomplex (with bounded non-positive equivariant degrees). In other words,
∼ Pol∗ (A, m) ⊗ Sym∗ (e
g[−m − 1, 1])
(2.11)
X∗ (g, A, m) =
Car

where we have written e
g for g to avoid possible notational confusion below. We have written the shifts
in (intrinsic, equivariant) gradings.
Notice that if M, N are G-equivariant modules, then HomA (M, N ) inherits a G-equivariant module
structure only under certain finiteness assumption (for example, it holds if M is projective of finite rank
as a graded module). However, in general, it still has enough remnants of a G-equivariant structure for
all our purposes. Firstly, it still has a g∗ -comodule structure (we assume that G is a linear algebraic
group, so that g∗ is finite dimensional), defined by
(2.12)

β : HomA (M, N ) → HomA (M, N ) ⊗ g∗ ,

β(f ) = βM ◦ f − (f ⊗ id) ◦ βM

so that we may define its Chevalley-Eillenberg complex CE(g∗ , HomA (M, N )). Secondly, one can still define a “complex of homotopy G-invariants”, which is a module C • (G, HomA (M, N )) over the cosimplicial
CDGA O([Y /G]• ), given by C n (G, HomA (M, N )) = HomA (M, N ⊗ O(G)⊗n ) (see (A.12)). In particular,
HomA (M, N )G = ker(d0 − d1 ) is well-defined, and consists of the G-equivariant maps from M to N .
Thirdly, if we think of HomA (M, N ) as a functor CAlgk → Ch(k) given by R 7→ HomA (M, N ⊗ R), then
this functor has an action by the group valued functor R 7→ G(R). We may apply these considerations
to XpCar (g, A, m), which then inherits a “G-equivariant structure” in any of these senses.
Define the bracket {−, −}′ on X∗Car (g, A, m) by {−, −}′ = {−, −} ⊗ µ on the right hand side of (2.11),
where µ is the multiplication map. It is clearly a graded Poisson bracket of (intrinsic) degree −m − 1 and
equivariant degree 0. It clearly commutes with the intrinsic differential, but it does not commute with
the equivariant differential in general. However, as in the case for Cartan forms, we have the following
5There is a different product structure on Hom (Sym∗ (M ), B), which is induced by the B-linear coproduct structure
B
B
(p+q)!

on Sym∗B (M ) that makes it a B-linear bialgebra with M primitive. It differs from the one we are using by a factor of p!q!
on the multiplication of weight p and weight q elements. This alternative product seems less suitable for our purposes since
the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket does not satisfy the Leibniz rule with respect to that.
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Theorem 2.13. The bracket {−, −}′ commutes with the equivariant differential on the G-invariant
part X∗Car (g, A, m)G , making it into a bigraded DG Pm+2 -algebra (more precisely, the bracket has degree
(−m − 1, 0) with respect to (intrinsic, equivariant) grading).
As in the case for Cartan forms, we will prove this by comparing with a certain Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex. First, note that
(2.14)
CE(g∗ , X∗ (g, A, m)) ∼
g[−m − 1, (1, 0)])
= Pol∗ (A, m) ⊗ Sym∗ (g∗ [0, (0, −1)]) ⊗ Sym∗ (e
Car

where we have introduced a new grading (the second equivariant grading), and we now writes the gradings
in the order (intrinsic, (first equivariant, second equivariant)).
On the other hand, we can also form Pol([Y /g], m), which can be described as
(2.15)
Pol∗ ([Y /g], m) ∼
g[−m − 1, 1])
= Pol∗ (A, m) ⊗ Sym∗ (g∗ [0, −1]) ⊗ Sym∗ (e
We have the following analogue of Proposition 2.8:
Proposition 2.16. If we collapse the first and second equivariant gradings in CE(g∗ , X∗Car (g, A, m)),
then the identification CE(g∗ , X∗Car (g, A, m)) ∼
= Pol∗ ([Y /g], m) given by (2.14) and (2.15) commutes with
the equivariant differentials.
Proof. This follows from a direct computation. For Pol∗ ([Y /g], m), take the O([Y /g])-linear dual of (2.9).
For CE(g∗ , X∗Car (g, A, m)), use (2.12) to obtain the g∗ -comodule structure.

Proof of Theorem 2.13. Transport the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on Pol∗ ([Y /g], m) to CE(g∗ , X∗Car (g, A, m)).
Under the presentation (2.14), the translated bracket is the sum of two parts {−, −}′ + {−, −}′′ , given
by {−, −}′ = {−, −} ⊗ µ and {−, −}′′ = µ ⊗ {−, −}g, where {−, −} is the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket
on Pol∗ (A, m), and {−, −}g is the derivation that extends the linear pairing on g and g∗ , and µ are the
multiplication maps on the remaining parts.
By Proposition 2.16, {−, −}′ + {−, −}′′ commute with δ ′ + δ ′′ . Notice that {−, −}′ and {−, −}′′ have
equivariant degrees (0, 0) and (1, −1) respectively. The rest of the proof then goes exactly as in the proof
of Theorem 2.5.

Now we will use these to define shifted symplectic and Poisson structures. So far, for bookkeeping
purposes, we have been careful to separate the intrinsic, first, and second equivariant gradings. Once all
the above work has been done, we will now collapse all of them into the intrinsic degree and differential.
Definition 2.17. The complex ΩpCar (Y /G) := Tot ΩpCar (g∗ , A) is called the complex of Cartan p-forms.
The G-invariant part ΩpCar (Y /G)G = Tot ΩpCar (g∗ , A)G is called the complex of invariant Cartan p-forms,
which we rewrite as DRpCar (Y /G) := ΩpCar (Y /G)G . The bicomplex (DR∗Car (Y /G), ∂, d′ ) is called the
Cartan-de Rham bicomplex.
The complex XpCar (Y /G, m) := Tot XpCar (g, A, m) is called the complex of m-shifted Cartan p-polyvectors.
The G-invariant part XpCar (Y /G, m)G := Tot XpCar (g, A, m)G is called the complex of m-shifted invariant
Cartan p-polyvectors, which we rewrite as PolpCar (Y /G, m) = XpCar (Y /G, m)G . The Lie bracket {−, −}′ on
Pol∗Car (Y /G, m) is called the Schouten-Nijenhuis-Cartan bracket, which makes it into a (weight graded)
DG Pm+2 -algebra.
Notice that in all these formations of total complexes, since we fix a Hodge degree, there are only
finitely many equivariant degrees with non-zero terms. Hence the direct product total complex coincides
with the direct sum total complex, so there is no ambiguity.
We may now proceed to define shifted symplectic structures. As explained in Section 1, in order to
define closed forms, we further collapse the Cartan-de Rham bicomplex by taking a direct product total
complex
p
DRcl
Car (Y /G) := Πp≥0 DRCar (Y /G)[−p]
which comes with the Hodge filtration
p
F n DRcl
Car (Y /G) := Πp≥n DRCar (Y /G)[−p]
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It is clear that any cocycle ω ∈ Z m (DR2 (Y /G)) induces a G-equivariant6 map
(2.18)

ω ♯ : Ω1Car (Y /G)∨ [−m] → Ω1Car (Y /G)

of DG modules over A.
1
Definition 2.19. We say that A ∈ CDGA≤0
k is almost cofibrant (or smooth) if Ω (A) ∈ dgMod(A) is
1
cofibrant, and if the map LA/k → Ω (A) is a quasi-isomorphism.

Definition 2.20. Suppose that G is reductive and A is almost cofibrant, then an m-shifted pre-symplectic
structure in Cartan model on [Y /G] is a cocycle ω
e ∈ Z m+2 F 2 DRcl
Car (Y /G).
2
m
Denote by ω ∈ Z (DR (Y /G)) the part of ω
e in Hodge degree 2 (i.e., it is the image under the quotient
by F 3 ). Then ω
e is said to be non-degenerate if the corresponding map (2.18) is a quasi-isomorphism. In
this case, we say that ω
e is an m-shifted symplectic structure in Cartan model on [Y /G].
Two m-shifted pre-symplectic structures in Cartan model are said to be equivalent if they lie in the
same cohomology class H m+2 F 2 DRcl
Car (Y /G). Clearly, non-degeneracy depends only on the equivalence
class. The set of equivalence classes of (pre-)symplectic structures is in a natural bijection to the set of
connected components of a certain space. Namely, define the space of m-shifted pre-symplectic structures
in Cartan model to be the Dold-Kan denormalization of the good truncation τ ≤0 (F 2 DRcl
Car (Y /G)[m+2]).
Define the space of m-shifted symplectic structures in Cartan model to be the union of the connected
components that consist of points that are non-degenerate.
To define shifted Poisson structures, we likewise form a direct product
Y
c Car (Y /G, m) :=
Pol
Polp (Y /G, m)
Car

p≥0

which comes with the weight filtration
Y
c Car (Y /G, m) :=
PolpCar (Y /G, m)
F n Pol
p≥n

c Car (Y /G, m)[m + 1] a DG Lie algebra, and each of
The Schouten-Nijenhuis-Cartan bracket makes Pol
c Car (Y /G, m)[m + 1] a DG Lie subalgebra.
the subcomplexes F n Pol

Definition 2.21. Suppose that G is reductive and A is almost cofibrant, then an m-shifted Poisson strucc Car (Y /G, m)[m+
ture in Cartan model on [Y /G] is a Maurer-Cartan element in the DG Lie algebra F 2 Pol
1].
The space of m-shifted Poisson structure in Cartan model is the Maurer-Cartan space, defined either
as the mapping space MapDGLAgr (k[−1](−2), PolCar (Y /G, m)[m + 1]) in the model category DGLAgr of
weight graded DG Lie algebras (where the bracket has weight −1), or more concretely as in [10, Definition
1.5].
We now discuss shifted symplectic structures in the case when G is not necessarily reductive. In this
case, it is unsatisfactory to take the G-invariants ΩpCar (g∗ , A)G . Instead, one should take its homotopy
G-invariants. Namely, we consider the associated Cartesian module C • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)) (see (A.11)), and
take its normalized complex, which we denote by N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)). The cosimplicial degree then gives
a new grading, which we call the second equivariant grading, so that N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)) is a tri-complex.
We again put N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)) in Hodge grading p.
Recall from Proposition B.14 that for any CDGA B with a G-action, there is a canonical map
π : N (O([Spec B/G])) ։ CE(g∗ , B)
given as the 1-thin quotient, explicitly described in (B.15).
In particular, if we apply this to B = Ω∗Car (g∗ , A), then there is a map of tri-complexes
(2.22)

π : N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)) ։ CE(g∗ , ΩpCar (g∗ , A))

6As we mentioned above in the paragraph of (2.12), Ω1 (Y /G)∨ has a G-equivariance structure in several senses. This
Car
map is G-equivariant in any of these senses.
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We may use this as a hint to construct a de Rham differential on N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)). Recall that we
constructed above a de Rham differential on CE(g∗ , Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)) of the form d = d′ + d′′ , where d′ has
equivariant degrees (0, 0) and d′′ has equivariant degrees (1, −1). Moreover, d = d′ + d′′ commutes with
δ = δ ′ + δ ′′ , but not independently. One may ask whether d′ and d′′ lifts to N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)), with
similar properties. By a construction of [4], the answer turns out to be affirmative. But for now, let’s
assume that we do not know the answer, and try to guess the formula.
We will focus our attention to differentials that satisfy the following property:
(2.23)

The maps d′ and d′′ are derivations of N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A)) with respect to the cup product,
and have equivariant degrees (0, 0) and (1, −1) respectively.

If we assume this, then it turns out that the most straightforward guess works. For d′ , we simply take
(2.24)

d′ = d ⊗ id ⊗ id

on

N n (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)) = Ω∗ (A) ⊗ Sym(ge∗ [0, (−1, 0), −1]) ⊗ m⊗n

To define d′′ , notice that N • (G, B) is generated by N 0 (G, B) = B and 1 ⊗ m ⊂ N 1 (G, B) under the
cup product (see Appendix B). Since d′′ has equivariant degree (1, −1), it must vanish on N 0 , so that it
suffices to specify it on 1 ⊗ m. The most straightforward guess is then given by
(2.25)

d′′ (1 ⊗ f ) = f ∈ ge∗

for

1 ⊗ f ∈ 1 ⊗ m ⊂ N 1 (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A))

where f 7→ f is the map m ։ m/m2 = g∗ to the quotient.
It turns out that these choices work:
Theorem 2.26 ([4]). There are unique differentials d′ and d′′ satisfying (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25). Moreover, d = d′ + d′′ commutes with δ = δ ′ + δ ′′ and satisfies d2 = 0. They lift d′ and d′′ respectively under
the map (2.22).
Proof. See [4, Corollary 2.1.2, Proposition 2.3.1]. One can also simplify the proof of [4] by our present
consideration. Namely, one can first verify the derivation property. Then all the remaining properties can
be checked on the cup product generators N 0 and 1 ⊗ m ⊂ N 1 . In particular, the fact that d′ and d′′ lift
the corresponding ones under (2.22) will be obvious. As a consequence, to verify [d, δ] = 0 on generators,
if the target lands on N 0 , then it automatically holds, since the map (2.22) is an isomorphism on N 0 .
From this, we see that the only non-trivial things to check is that (2.25) is consistent with it being a
derivation, and that [d′′ , δ ′′ ] + [d′ , δ ′ ] = 0 on 1 ⊗ m ⊂ N 1 . For both of these verifications, we have found
it more convenient to use a more classical notation close to the one in [4]. Namely, for a O(G)-comodule
V , we think of C n (G, V ) as the set of algebraic maps Gn → V . For F ∈ C n (G, V ) and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(i)
define de (F ) ∈ C n−1 (G, V ⊗ ge∗ ) by
∗
d(i)
e (F )(g1 , . . . , gn−1 ) = (idV ⊗ Adg1 ...,gi−1 )(dg (F (g1 , . . . , gi−1 , g, gi , . . . , gn−1 ))|g=e ))

where Ad∗ is the (left) coadjoint action of G on g∗ . Then define d′′ : N n (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)) → N n−1 (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A))
Pn
(i)
∗
by d′′ (F ) = i=1 (−1)i−1 de (F ), where the overline refers to the map ΩpCar (g∗ , A) ⊗ ge∗ → Ωp+1
Car (g , A)
p
∗
∗
q
∗
∗
given by multiplication. For F1 ∈ N (G, ΩCar (g , A)) and F2 ∈ C (G, ΩCar (g , A)), we can then plug in
(i)

(i)

(p+j)

(j)

(B.13) to see that de (F1 ∪ F2 ) = de (F1 ) ∪ F2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ p and de
(F1 ∪ F2 ) = F1 ∪ de (F2 ) for
1 ≤ j ≤ q (this first equation requires that F1 ∈ N p but the second equation is also true for F1 ∈ C p ),
which implies the derivation property. The verification that [d′′ , δ ′′ ] = [d′ , δ ′ ] = 0 on 1 ⊗ m ⊂ N 1 is also
straightforward from this formula of d′′ .

Thus, if we collapse the first and second equivariant degrees (for each fixed Hodge degree there are only
finitely many first equivariant degrees, so there is no ambiguity in this collapsing), and take δ = δ ′ + δ ′′
and d = d′ + d′′ , then N • (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)) becomes a tri-complex.

Definition 2.27. The tri-complex (N • (G, Ω∗Car (g∗ , A)), ∂, δ, d) is called the Cartan-Getzler-de Rham
tri-complex.
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One can then follow the same procedure to define shifted symplectic structures based on the CartanGetzler-de Rham tri-complex. In particular, we may form the bicomplex DR∗CG (Y /G) by collapsing the
equivariant degree into the intrinsic one. Here, we take the direct product total complex
DRpCG (Y /G) := ΩpCar (g∗ , A)hG := TotΠ N • (G, ΩpCar (g∗ , A))
cl
n
and likewise define DRcl
CG (Y /G) and F DRCG (Y /G) as above. Notice that, in this case, a cocyle ω ∈
2
DRCG (Y /G) may not define a G-equivariant map (2.18). However, there is always a map of complexes
DR2CG (Y /G) → Ω2Car (Y /G), so that ω still defines a map (2.18) of DG-modules over A.

Definition 2.28. Assume that A is almost cofibrant. Then an m-shifted symplectic structure in CartanGetzler model on [Y /G] is a cocycle ω
e ∈ Z m+2 F 2 DRcl
CG (Y /G) whose induced map (2.18) is a quasiisomorphism. One can define spaces of (pre-)symplectic structures in Cartan-Getzler model in the same
way as above.
Remark 2.29. One may try to construct an analogue of Getzler’s extension for polyvector fields. In fact,
there is always a map of bicomplexes (see (B.17))
N (G, XpCar (g, A, m)) → CE(g∗ , XpCar (g, A, m))

(2.30)

and we might again try to lift the brackets {−, −}′ and {−, −}′′ to N (G, XpCar (g, A, m)). However, this
seems to be more complicated than the case for differential forms. For example, since the cup product is
noncommutative, it seems difficult to write a formula for {−, −}′ that is Koszul anti-symmetric.
3. Functoriality of Cartan polyvectors
In this section, we discuss the functoriality of our previous constructions. A map [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] of
global quotients will mean a pair of maps Y ′ → Y and G′ → G commuting with the actions. It is clear
that all of our constructions involving Cartan forms (as well as Getzler’s extension) are functorial with
respect to such maps. For Cartan polyvectors, there is also a functoriality in terms of a span. We first
consider the non-equivariant case. For any map f : A → B of CDGA’s, there are the obvious maps
(3.1)

f∗

f∗

Polp (A, m) −→ HomA ( SympA (Ω1 (A)[m + 1]) , B ) ←− Polp (B, m)

which allows one to define
(3.2)

Polp (f, m) := { (θA , θB ) ∈ Polp (A, m) × Polp (B, m) | f∗ (θA ) = f ∗ (θB ) }

which is an (m + 1)-shifted DG Lie subalgebra of Polp (A, m) × Polp (B, m). Indeed, the corresponding
statement holds at the level of Hochschild complex. Namely, for any many f : A → B of graded vector
spaces, one can take
f∗

f∗

C p (A) := Homk (A⊗p , A) −→ Homk (A⊗p , B) ←− Homk (B ⊗p , B) =: C p (B)
and use it to form C p (f ) in the same way. The inclusion C p (f ) ⊂ C p (A) × C p (B) is then a graded Lie
subalgebra. The same is true for the shifted version. Since the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket is defined to
be the restriction of the Gerstenhaber bracket, this implies that the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket preserves
the subcomplex Polp (f, m) ⊂ Polp (A, m) × Polp (B, m).
Thus, we have maps of DG Lie algebras
π

π

B
Polp (B, m)[m + 1]
Polp (A, m)[m + 1] ←−A− Polp (f, m)[m + 1] −−→

As a cochain complex, Polp (f, m) is defined as a certain kernel. To ensure that it has good homological
property, we would like to ensure that this kernel is quasi-isomorphism to the fiber (or cocone). We will
use a sufficient condition that is different from the one used in [10]:
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the map Ω1 (A) ⊗A B → Ω1 (B) has a retract (i.e., left inverse) as a map of
graded B-modules, then the map f ∗ : Polp (B, m) → HomA (SympA (Ω1 (A)[m + 1]), B) is surjective.
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Now we discuss the equivariant case. Thus, consider a map π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] of global quotients
for Y = Spec A and Y ′ = Spec A′ . Then we have the following diagram:
(3.4)
(1)

XpCar (g, A, m)G

HomA (SympA (Ω1Car (g∗ , A)[m + 1]), A′ )G

(2)

′

CE(g∗ , XpCar (g, A, m))

CE(g′∗ , HomA (SympA (Ω1Car (g∗ , A)[m + 1]), A′ ))

Polp (B, m)

HomB (SympB (Ω1 (B)[m + 1]), B ′ )

XpCar (g′ , A′ , m)G

′

CE(g′∗ , XpCar (g′ , A′ , m))
(3)

Polp (B ′ , m)

♯
where the last line is the corresponding maps (3.1) for the map πCE
: B := O([Y /g]) → O([Y ′ /g′ ]) =: B ′ .
In the identification between the second and third row, we implicitly assert (with a completely parallel
proof) an analogue of Proposition 2.16 for this relative case.
Collapse the equivariant and intrinsic degrees, and form the analogue of (3.2) for each row, then we
have maps of (m + 1)-shifted weight graded DG Lie algebras

Pol∗Car (Y /G, m)

(4)

Pol∗Car (π, m)

(5)

Pol∗Car (Y ′ /G′ , m)

(3.5)
Pol∗ (B, m)

(6)

♯
Pol∗ (πCE
, m)

Pol∗ (B ′ , m)

We will now focus on the special case of a triangular extension, in the sense of the following
Definition 3.6. A map π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] of global quotients is said to be a triangular extension if
there exists isomorphisms Y ′ ∼
= G × H for some linear algebraic group H, such that
= Y × H and G′ ∼
under this identification, we have
(1) H acts on H by right translation.
(2) The map π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] is the obvious projections to Y and G.
Notice that (2) implies in particular that H acts trivially on Y , and G acts on Y the same way as in
[Y /G].
Lemma 3.7. Let π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] be a triangular extension. Then the map Ω1Car (Y /G) ⊗A A′ →
Ω1Car (Y ′ /G′ ) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. The map is injective, whose quotient is the cone of the identity map on the free module h∗ ⊗A′ . 
Lemma 3.8. Let π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] be a triangular extension. For any M, N ∈ dgModG (Y ), consider
the functoriality maps
HomA (M, N )G → HomA′ (π ∗ M, π ∗ N )G

′

Π
•
•
′
∗
∗
TotΠ
∆ C (G, HomA (M, N )) → Tot∆ C (G , HomA′ (π M, π N ))

Then the first map is an isomorphism; while the second is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Notice that π : Y ′ → Y is a (trivial) principal H-bundle, hence the functor π ∗ and π∗ (−)H
are inverse equivalence between the categories dgMod(O(Y )) and dgModH (O(Y ′ )). One can remember
the G-equivariance structures when applying these two functors to obtain an equivalence of categories
between dgModG (O(Y )) and dgModG′ (O(Y ′ )). The first statement then follows from the obvious DG
enhancements of both of these functors.
For the second statement, notice that the cosimplicial complex in the right hand side is the diagonal of
a bi-cosimplicial complex C • (G, C • (H, HomA′ (π ∗ M, π ∗ N ))). We may therefore first take the homotopy
limit with respect to C • (H, −). Since π ∗ N is a trivial extension with respect to H, it has split diago≃
nal as an H-module, so that by Corollary A.15, we have a quasi-isomorphism HomA′ (π ∗ M, π ∗ N )H −
→
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C • (H, HomA′ (π ∗ M, π ∗ N )). By the same argument as the above paragraph, we have an isomorphism
≃
→
HomA′ (π ∗ M, π ∗ N )H ∼
= HomA (M, N ). In other words, we have a quasi-isomorphism HomA (M, N ) −
Π
•
∗
∗
•
Tot∆ C (H, HomA′ (π M, π N )), which also extends degreewise to C (G, −). Taking the homotopy limit,
we obtain the desired quasi-isomorphism.

Proposition 3.9. Let π : [Y ′ /G′ ] → [Y /G] be a triangular extension. Assume that G′ is reductive, and
Ω1 (Y ) is cofibrant. Then in (3.4), the map (1) is an isomorphism, while the maps (2),(3) are surjective
quasi-isomorphisms after collapsing the equivariant and intrinsic gradings. As a consequence, in (3.5),
the map (5) is an isomorphism, while the maps (4), (6) are quasi-isomorphisms.
Proof. The fact that (1) is an isomorphism follows from Lemma 3.8. To show that (2) and (3) are quasiisomorphisms, notice that under our present assumption both of the A′ -modules in the quasi-isomorphism
of Lemma 3.7 are cofibrant. Taking the A′ -dual of their shifted symmetric powers therefore remains a
quasi-isomorphism. Thus, we conclude that (2) is a quasi-isomorphism by reductiveness of G′ (note that
the exactness of taking G-invariants holds not just for rational modules, but also for Hom complexes
between them, see, e.g., Proposition A.17). Similarly, to conclude that (3) is a quasi-isomorphism,
simply consider the second row. To see that (2) and (3) are surjective, one may use the same observation
as in Lemma 3.3, applied to Ω1Car . The statements for the maps (4),(5),(6) in (3.5) are then formal
consequences.

More generally, we may consider any sequence of maps of global quotients
i
h
πr
π2
π1
[Yr /Gr ]
. . . ←−
[Y1 /G1 ] ←−
π = [Y0 /G0 ] ←−

and we may form



p
r−1
1
Gi+1
PolpCar (π, m) := eq Πri=0 PolpCar (Yi /Gi , m) →
→ Πi=0 HomAi (SymAi (ΩCar (Yi /Gi )[m + 1]), Ai+1 )


p
♯
r−1
1
Polp (πCE
, m) := eq Πri=0 Polp (Bi , m) →
→ Πi=0 HomBi (SymBi (Ω (Bi )[m + 1]), Bi+1 )

where we write Bi := O([Yi /gi ]) in the second line. Both of these are then (shifted) DG Lie subalgebras
of the product Πri=0 Pol∗Car (Yi /Gi , m) and Πri=0 Polp (Bi , m) respectively. A repeated application of (3.9)
then gives the following analogue of [10, Properties 2.5]:
Proposition 3.10. Assume that each πi is a triangular extension. Then we have
♯
, m)[m + 1] commuting with
(1) There is a map of DG Lie algebras Pol∗Car (π, m)[m + 1] → Polp (πCE
the projections to each component.
♯
(2) Denote by P(π) either Pol∗Car (π, m)[m + 1] or Polp (πCE
, m)[m + 1]. Then the map
P(π) → P(π1 , m) ×hP([Y1 /G1 ]) . . . ×hP([Yr−1 /Gr−1 ]) P(πr , m)
is a quasi-isomorphism of DG Lie algebras.
(3) The projection Pol∗Car (π, m) → Pol∗Car ([Yi /Gi ], m) is a quasi-isomorphism for each 0 ≤ i ≤ r.
♯
(4) The projection Pol∗ (πCE
, m) → Pol∗Car ([Y0 /g0 ], m) is a quasi-isomorphism.
4. Comparison with the general notions
In this section, we show that for global quotients, our notions of shifted symplectic and Poisson
structures coincides with that in [10] (see Theorems 4.12 and 4.16 below).
Given any simplicial derived affine scheme X : ∆op → dAff, we may thicken it into a bisimplicial
derived affine scheme X by taking
(4.1)

Xi,j := HomSet∆ (∆i × ∆j , X)
i

understood as an end. In the notation of [10], this is Xi,• = X ∆ . We will call i the horizontal degree
and j the vertical degree. Of course, the horizontal and vertical degrees are symmetric for now, but we
will apply asymmetric operations on them later on.
We will focus on the case X = [Y /G]• . As a 1-groupoid, any map from a simplicial set to X is
determined by its 1-skeletal part, which is required to satisfy a functoriality relation specified at its
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2-skeletal part. Thus, an element in Xi,j is the same as a commutative (i × j)-square in the groupoid
Gop ⋉ Y (see our convention (1.6)). From this it is easy to see (cf. [10, Example 3.6]) that Xm,• is
isomorphic to [Y ×Gm /Gm+1 ]• with action given by
−1
(y, h1 , . . . , hm ) · (g0 , . . . , gm ) = (yg0 , g0−1 h1 g1 , . . . , gm−1
hm g m )

It is clear from this description that, for any [n] → [m] in ∆, the map Xm,• → Xn,• of simplicial derived
affine schemes is induced by a map of global quotients [Y ×Gm /Gm+1 ] → [Y ×Gn /Gn+1 ]. Namely the
one Y × Gm → Y × Gn from the simplicial structure of X• , and the obvious map Gm+1 → Gn+1 induced
from the powering indices. We will write
[Xn /Gn ] := [Y ×Gn /Gn+1 ]
The following Lemma is clear:
Lemma 4.2. For any monomorphism [n] ֒→ [m] in ∆, the map of global quotients [Xm /Gm ] → [Xn /Gn ]
is a triangular extension in the sense of Definition 3.6.
≥0
Recall the functor Γ∗ : CAlg∆
k → CDGAk from Appendix B (see the discussion preceding Proposition
B.12), or rather its bigraded version. Apply it to each O(Xm,• ), and denote the result simply as Γ∗ O(X),
with the understanding that Γ and Γ∗ always concerns the vertical degree (i.e., applied to each fixed
vc
horizontal degree). Denote by X vc the “vertically constant” bisimplicial derived affine scheme Xi,j
:= Xi ,
j
0
vc
∗
vc
then the map ∆ → ∆ induces by (4.1) a map X → X. Applying ΓΓ to O(X) → O(X ), and we
obtain
O(X) → ΓΓ∗ O(X) → O(X vc )

We recall the following result from [10]:
Proposition 4.3. Both of the maps X vc → Spec ΓΓ∗ O(X) → X of bisimplicial derived affine schemes
are simplicial homotopy equivalences at each fixed vertical degree.
Proof. The statement for the first map is the content of (the proof of) [10, Proposition 3.13]. At a fixed
j
vertical degree, the composition is the canonical map X → X ∆ , which is also a simplicial homotopy
equivalence since the map ∆j → ∆0 of simplicial sets is.

As noted by [10, Example 3.6] (see also Proposition B.12 and B.14), we have Γ∗ (O([Y /G]• )) ∼
=
O([Y /g]). Thus, in the case X = [Y /G]• , the bigraded CDGA Γ∗ O(Xm,• ) is given by
Γ∗ O(Xm,• ) ∼
= O([Xm /gm ])
In [10], shifted symplectic and Poisson structures on X are defined in terms of the differential calculus
on the cosimplicial bigraded CDGA Γ∗ O(X). In the case X = [Y /G]• , we may rewrite these in terms
of the Cartan forms and Cartan polyvectors, in view of Propositions 2.8 and 2.16. We will now assume
X = [Y /G]• throughout.
Let ΩpCar (X) be the DG module over the bi-cosimplicial CDGA O(X) such that for each fixed horizontal
degree m, ΩpCar (X)m,• is the strictly Cartesian module corresponding to ΩpCar (Xm /Gm ). In other words,
(4.4)

ΩpCar (X)m,n = C n (Gm , ΩpCar (Xm /Gm ))

then we have
Lemma 4.5. The DG module ΩpCar (X) is strictly Cartesian in the vertical direction, and homotopy
Cartesian in the horizontal direction.
Proof. Strict Cartesianness in the vertical direction holds by construction. To verify homotopy Cartesianness in the horizontal direction, recall by Remark A.5 that it suffices to check at injective maps
[m] ֒→ [m′ ]. Since the corresponding maps of global quotients is a triangular extension (see Lemma 4.2),
the result holds by Lemma 3.7.
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In view of Propositions B.12 and B.14, taking the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex amounts to the passage
to the 1-thin quotient ΓΓ∗ O(X). Thus, Propositions 2.8 gives an isomorphism
(4.6)
Tot N (Ωp (X) ⊗O(X) ΓΓ∗ (O(X))) ∼
= Tot Ωp (Γ∗ O(X))
Car

where we apply the normalization N to the vertical direction (i.e., the said isomorphism holds for each
fixed horizontal degree). Notice that on both sides, since we have fixed the Hodge degree p, the bicomplex
is bounded in the equivariant degree, and so there is no ambiguity in taking the total complex.
Similarly, in view of the discussion at the paragraph of (B.18), Proposition 2.16 gives an isomorphism
∼ Tot Polp (Γ∗ O(X), m)
(4.7)
Tot N (Hom∼ ( Symp (Ω1 (X)[m + 1]) , ΓΓ∗ (O(X)) )) =
O(X)

O(X)

Car

also understood to be taken for each fixed horizontal degree, and there is also no ambiguity in taking the
total complex.
Remark 4.8. Notice that the isomorphisms (4.6) and (4.7) do not hold before taking the total complex.
Indeed, in the definition (4.4) of ΩCar (X) (and hence the left hand sides of (4.6) and (4.7)), we have
already collapsed the first equivariant grading with the intrinsic grading. On the other hand, on the
right hand side of (4.6) and (4.7), the first equivariant grading is collapsed with the second equivariant
grading, so that we have different double complexes.
For both (4.6) and (4.7), there are canonical maps from the versions before passing to the 1-thin
quotient ΓΓ∗ O(X). Thus, there are maps
(4.9)

ΩpCar (Xn /Gn )Gn → TotΠ N (ΩpCar (Xn,• )) → Tot Ωp (Γ∗ O(Xn,• ))

(4.10)

XpCar (Xn /Gn , m)Gn → TotΠ N (G, XpCar (Xn /Gn , m)) → Tot Polp (Γ∗ O(Xn,• ), m)

where we recall that the Tot in the third term of both (4.9) and (4.10) are equal to their TotΠ , so that
there is indeed a map from TotΠ of the middle terms. We also recall that the second map in (4.10) is
given by the normalization of (B.18).
Notice that each term of (4.9) is part of a de Rham complex. Namely, if we consider the global quotient
[Xn /Gn ], then the three terms in (4.9) are respectively the Hodge degree p part of the Cartan-de Rham
bicomplex, the Cartan-Getzler-de Rham bicomplex, and the ordinary de Rham complex of O([Xn /gn ]).
The maps in (4.9) also commutes with the respective de Rham differentials.
Proposition 4.11. Assume that A is almost cofibrant, then the map
holim[n]∈∆ TotΠ N (ΩpCar (Xn,• )) → holim[n]∈∆ Tot Ωp (Γ∗ O(Xn,• ))
induced by (4.9) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 4.3 that the map i : Spec ΓΓ∗ (O(X)) → X is a simplicial homotopy
equivalence for each fixed vertical degree, so that in particular, they have equivalent ∞-categories of
quasi-coherent sheaves (defined in terms of homotopy Cartesian modules, see Appendix A). By Lemma
4.5, the object ΩpCar (X) lies in dgMod(O(X))hca . The left hand side is the derived Hom complex between
O(X) and ΩpCar (X) inside dgMod(O(X))hca , while the right hand side is the derived Hom complex between
i∗ O(X) and i∗ ΩpCar (X) inside dgMod(ΓΓ∗ O(X))hca .

As a consequence, we have the following
Theorem 4.12. Assume that A is almost cofibrant, then the space of shifted symplectic structures in
Cartan-Getzler model is homotopy equivalent to the space of shifted symplectic structures as defined in
[10]. If G is moreover reductive, then it is also homotopy equivalent to the space of shifted symplectic
structures in Cartan model.
Proof. Clearly, the second statement follows from the first.
Notice that the left hand side TotΠ N (ΩpCar (Xn,• )) of Proposition 4.11 is constant as a simplicial system
in n. In other words, for each [n] → [n′ ], the induced map is a quasi-isomorphism. Indeed, it suffices to
show this for a coface map, for which the maps of total quotient is a triangular extension (see Lemma
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4.2), so that the statement follows from Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. Thus, the projection from homotopy limit
on the left hand side of Proposition 4.11 to the term at n = 0 is a quasi-isomorphism. As a result,
Proposition 4.11 implies that the spaces of pre-symplectic structures in Cartan-Getzler model and in
[10] are homotopy equivalent, so it suffices to verify that the notion of non-degeneracy matches. By
Cartesianness, non-degeneracy7 of ω ∈ holim[n]∈∆ Tot Ω2 (Γ∗ O(Xn,• )) also depends only on its projection
to the n = 0 term. By [10, Definition 3.21] it is defined by first taking − ⊗O[Y /g] O(Y ), which precisely
coincides with our notion of non-degeneracy in the Cartan-Getzler model.

Next, we compare the notions of shifted Poisson structures. Note that the first and third terms of (4.10)
are the weight p parts of the m-shifted Cartan polyvectors of [Xn /Gn ] and the m-shifted polyvectors of
O([Xn /gn ]) respectively. Hence, this is a map of (m + 1)-shifted DG Lie algebras. In some sense, we
would like to relate the two by taking the homotopy limit of (4.10) over [n] ∈ ∆. Of course, the terms in
(4.10) is not really functorial in [n] ∈ ∆, but in Section 3, we have developed enough of an ∞-categorical
functoriality for our purposes. Namely, we first recall the following result (see, e.g., [13, Example 8.5.12]
for a proof).
Lemma 4.13. Let ∆inj ⊂ ∆ be the subcategory consisting of all objects, and only the monomorphisms.
Then the inclusion ∆inj ֒→ ∆ is homotopy initial.
From now on, assume that A is almost cofibrant and G is reductive. Above a map [n] → [n′ ] in
∆inj , the global quotient [Xn′ /Gn′ ] → [Xn /Gn ] is a triangular extension (see Lemma 4.2), and hence,
by Proposition 3.9, gives a weak functoriality in terms of a span (3.5) of DG Lie algebras. The coherent
functoriality of these spans is established in Proposition 3.10, so that we may regard both sides of (4.10)
the terms at [n] of ∞-functors ∆inj → DGLAgr
k to the ∞-category of weight graded DG Lie algebras
(where the bracket has weight −1). Taking the ∞-categorical limits, we have a map of weight graded
DG Lie algebras
lim∞ Pol∗Car (Xn /Gn , m)[m + 1] → lim∞ Tot Pol∗ (O([Xn /gn ], m)[m + 1]

(4.14)

[n]∈∆inj

[n]∈∆inj

Lemma 4.15. If we forget about the Lie structures, and only consider the underlying cochain complexes,
then the two sides of (4.14) are given respectively by
lim∞ PolpCar (Xn /Gn , m) ≃ RHomO(X)|∆

[n]∈∆inj

inj ×∆

lim∞ Tot Polp (O([Xn /gn ]), m) ≃ RHomΓΓ∗ O(X)|∆

[n]∈∆inj

(SympO(X) (Ω1Car (X)[m + 1]), O(X))

inj ×∆

(i∗ SympO(X) (Ω1Car (X)[m + 1]), i∗ O(X))

where i∗ : dgMod(O(X)) → dgMod(ΓΓ∗ O(X)) is the tensor map.
Proof. To compute the right hand side, we may apply (A.10) to I = ∆inj , so that the computation is
reduced to individual RHomO(Xn,• ) (−, −), which are precisely given by the left hand side by applying
(A.9), since the modules in question are strictly Cartesian in the vertical direction.

As a result, we have
Theorem 4.16. Assume that A is almost cofibrant and G is reductive, then the map (4.14) of DG Lie
algebras is a quasi-isomorphism. Hence, the space of m-shifted Poisson structures in Cartan model is
homotopy equivalent to the space of m-shifted Poisson structures as defined in [10].
Proof. By Lemma 4.15, we have written both sides of (4.14) as derived Hom complexes between homotopy Cartesian DG modules. By Lemma 4.13, we have equivalences of ∞-categories dgMod (O(X))hca ≃
dgMod (O(X)|∆inj ×∆ )hca and dgMod (ΓΓ∗ O(X))hca ≃ dgMod (ΓΓ∗ O(X)|∆inj ×∆ )hca since they can be written as a homotopy limit (see Appendix A). By Proposition 4.3, we also have an equivalence dgMod (O(X))hca ≃
dgMod (ΓΓ∗ O(X))hca . In particular, they have quasi-isomorphic RHom.
7In [10], one first defines the spaces PreSp ⊂ Sp at each cosimplicial degree, and then takes the homotopy limit. Since
PreSp ⊂ Sp is a union of connected components, the same is true for their homotopy limits, i.e., non-degeneracy is a
property of a pre-symplectic structure, which should be checked at the projection to each [n] ∈ ∆, but by Cartesianness
suffices to be checkd at [0].
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To prove the second statement, notice that, by Proposition 3.9, the ∞-functor on the left hand side of
(4.14) is in fact a constant functor, so that the projection to the term at [0] ∈ ∆inj is a quasi-isomorphism.
This term is precisely our Cartan model for polyvectors.

Appendix A. Cartesian modules and quasi-coherent sheaves
Definition A.1. Given a small category I, and a functor A : I → DGAk , then a DG module over
A (often simply called an A-module) consists of a (right) DG module Mi over Ai for each i ∈ Ob(I),
together with a map ϕ : Mi → Mj of DG modules, linear over ϕ : Ai → Aj , for each ϕ ∈ HomI (i, j),
satisfying the obvious functoriality. Denote by dgMod(A) the category of DG modules over A. This is
the underlying category of a DG category dgMod(A), i.e., dgMod(A) = Z 0 (dgMod(A)).
We now describe the projective and injective model structures on dgMod(A). For any Mj ∈ dgMod(Aj ),
define λj (Mj ) ∈ dgMod(A) by
M
Mj ⊗Aj Ai
(λj (Mj ))i :=
ϕ∈HomI (j,i)

′

with the obvious transition maps for i → i in I. Dually, define ρj (Mj ) ∈ dgMod(A) by
Y
Mj
(ρj (Mj ))i :=
ϕ∈HomI (i,j)

with the obvious induced Ai -module structure, and with the obvious transition maps for i → i′ in I.
If Ui : dgMod(A) → dgMod(Ai ) is the forgetful functor M 7→ Mi , then there is a three-way adjunction
λi ⊣ Ui ⊣ ρi . These can be combined to a three-way adjunctions λ ⊣ U ⊣ ρ between the categories
Q
dgMod(A)
α∈Ob(I) dgMod(Ai )
L
where U (M ) = (Mi )i∈Ob(I) , with left adjoint λ given by λ((Mi )i∈Ob(I) ) = i∈Ob(I) λi (Mi ), and right
Q
adjoint ρ given by ρ((Mi )i∈Ob(I) ) = i∈Ob(I) ρi (Mi ).
Applying the
Q main results of [7, 5], we can use the pair λ ⊣ U and U ⊣ ρ to lift the product model
structure on α∈Ob(I) dgMod(Ai ) to dgMod(A) in two ways. Namely, in the projective model structure,
a map f : M → N in dgMod(A) is a weak equivalence or fibration if and only if each fi : Mi → Ni is
a weak equivalence or fibration in dgMod(Ai ). In the injective model structure, a map f : M → N in
dgMod(A) is a weak equivalence or cofibration if and only if each fi : Mi → Ni is a weak equivalence or
cofibration in dgMod(Ai ).
The DG enrichment dgMod(A) of dgMod(A) can be described alternatively by either the copowering
or the powering of Ch(k) on dgMod(A), both of which are defined pointwise, in the standard way.
From this, it is easy to see that both the projective and injective structures are compatible with these
powering/copowerings (for example, check copowering for injective model structure and powering for
projective model structure), so that both model structures make dgMod(A) into a Ch(k)-model structure
in the sense of [6, Definition 4.2.18]. This allows one to define the derived Hom complex RHomA (P, M )
for P, M ∈ dgMod(A).
We now describe a standard cobar construction that computes this derived Hom complex. For any
•
∆
P, M ∈ dgMod(A), we consider the cosimplicial cochain complex Homhc
A (P, M ) ∈ Ch(k) by
Y
n
(A.2)
Homhc
HomAF (0) (PF (0) , MF (n) )
A (P, M ) :=
F :[n]→I

with the obvious cosimplicial structure maps between them. The complex Homhc
A (P, M ) is defined as the
homotopy limit
Π
hc
•
Homhc
A (P, M ) := Tot∆ HomA (P, M )
•
Notice that the (strict) limit HomA (P, M ) := ker(d0 − d1 ) of Homhc
A (P, M ) is precisely the Hom
complex from P to M in the DG category dgMod(A). We think of the homotopy limit Homhc
A (P, M ) as
“homotopy coherent” maps from P to M , hence the superscript “hc”.
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Proposition A.3. If each Pi is cofibrant in dgMod(Ai ), then the complex Homhc
A (P, M ) is quasiisomorphic to the derived Hom complex RHomA (P, M ).
Proof. For any A-modules P, M , let R• M ∈ dgMod(A)∆ and Q• P ∈ dgMod(A)∆
Y
Y
Y
MF (n)
ρF (0) (MF (n) |F (0) ) =
(Rn M )i :=
F :[n]→I ϕ∈HomI (i,F (0))

F :[n]→I

(Qn P )i :=

M

M

λF (n) (PF (0) ⊗AF (0) AF (n) ) =

M

op

be defined by

PF (0) ⊗AF (0) Ai

F :[n]→I ϕ∈ HomI (F (n),i)

F :[n]→I

with the obvious A-module structure and (co)simplicial maps. Then we have canonical isomorphisms of
cosimplicial cochain complexes
• ∼
HomA (P, R• (M )) ∼
= Homhc
A (P, M ) = HomA (Q• (P ), M )

There are natural maps M → R0 M making R• M an augmented cosimplicial A-module. Moreover,
for each fixed i ∈ I, the underlying augmented system Mi → (R• M )i of Ai -modules has an extra
degeneracy by virtue of the fact that (ϕ, F ) together forms a string of length n + 1 in I. Thus, if we
•
let R(M ) := TotΠ
∆ R M then there is a quasi-isomorphism rM : M → R(M ) in dgMod(A). Dually, let
⊕
Q(P ) := Tot∆op Q• P , then there is a natural quasi-isomorphism qP : Q(P ) → P in dgMod(A).
From the definition, it is easy to see that R(M ) is fibrant in the injective model structure, and Q(P )
•
is cofibrant in the projective model structure if each Pi is cofibrant. Hence, Homhc
A (P, M ) computes the
derived Hom complex in either model structure.

Definition A.4. Given a small category I, and a functor A : I → DGAk . A DG module M over A is
said to be strictly Cartesian if the maps Mi ⊗Ai Aj → Mj is an isomorphism for each i → j in ∆. It is
said to be homotopy Cartesian if the maps Mi ⊗L
Ai Aj → Mj is a quasi-isomorphism for each i → j in ∆.
i
i
Remark A.5. We will mostly be interested in the case I = ∆. Given A ∈ DGA∆
k , since s ◦ d = id
in ∆, it suffices to check the Cartesian and homotopy Cartesian property of M ∈ dgMod(A) along
di : [n] → [n + 1]. In our main examples, the maps di : An → An+1 are flat, hence if M is strictly
Cartesian, it is also homotopy Cartesian.

Given P, M ∈ dgMod(A), suppose that P is strictly Cartesian. Then one can define
(A.6)

Hom∼
A (P, M ) : I → Ch(k) ,

given by

Hom∼
A (P, M )i := HomAi (Pi , Mi )

with transition map for ϕ ∈ HomI (i, j) given by
(A.7)

∼
=

HomAi (Pi , Mi ) → HomAi (Pi , Mj ) ←
− HomAj (Pj , Mj )

hc
(P, M )• can be alternatively written as
Notice also that, since P is strictly Cartesian, HomA
Y
n ∼
HomAF (n) (PF (n) , MF (n) )
(A.8)
Homhc
A (P, M ) =
F :[n]→I

Denote by El(K) := ∆ ↓ K the category of elements of a simplicial set K. Apply this to the nerve
N (I) of I, then we have functors
p

q

∆ ←
− El(N (I)) −
→ I
where q sends F : [n] → I to F (n). Then the observation (A.8) can be rephrased by saying that
∼
∗
∼
Homhc
A (P, M ) = Ranp ( q HomA (P, M ) )
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As in, e.g., [13, Section 4.4], since RRanp ≃ Ranp and since the functor q is homotopy initial8, this shows
that
(A.9)

∼
Homhc
A (P, M ) is quasi-isomorphic to holimI HomA (P, M ).

More generally, if P is homotopy Cartesian, and we take RHom everywhere, then the left pointing
map in (A.7) is only a quasi-isomorphism. In this case, the formula RHom∼
A (P, M )i := RHomAi (Pi , Mi )
gives an ∞-functor I → Ch(k), and we have
(A.10)

∼
RHomA (P, M ) is quasi-isomorphic to lim∞
I RHomA (P, M ).

Now assume that each Ai is a non-positively graded CDGA. Let X = hocolimI op SpecAi , taken in the
∞-category (or model category) of derived stacks. Then the ∞-category of quasi-coherent sheaves on X
may be defined as the homotopy limit holimi∈I dgMod (Ai ), where we write dgMod (Ai ) for the ∞-category
obtained by localizing the ordinary category dgMod(Ai ) at the quasi-isomorphisms. In [1] (see also [11]),
it is shown that this can be described as the ∞-category dgMod (A)hca obtained by localizing the category
dgMod(A)hca of homotopy Cartesian A-modules at the (pointwise) quasi-isomorphisms.
We now investigate our main case of interest: that of a global quotient. Let G be a linear algebraic
group acting on a non-positively graded CDGA B, and let X = [Y /G] for Y = Spec B (see (1.6)
for our convention). Let A• = O(X• ). In this case, a strictly Cartesian A• -module M • is simply a
∼
∼
=
=
G-equivariant B-module M 0 . Namely, the transition map (d0 )∗ M 0 −
→ M1 ←
− (d1 )∗ M 0 gives a Gequivariant structure on M 0 . Conversely, given a G-equivariant B-module M with O(G)-comodule
structure map ∆ : M → M ⊗ O(G) (linear over ∆ : B → B ⊗ O(G)), one can take
(A.11)

C n (G, M ) := M ⊗ O(G)⊗n

with cosimplicial maps defined by a formula dual to (1.6), making it into a strictly Cartesian A• module. These two process are inverse to each other, giving an equivalence of categories dgModG (B) ≃
dgMod(A)ca , where dgMod(A)ca ⊂ dgMod(A) is the full subcategory consisting of strictly Cartesian A•
•
modules. Given G-equivariant B-modules M and N , we may form the A• -module Hom∼
A• (C (G, M ), C (G, N ))
•
as in (A.6), which will simply be denoted as C (G, HomB (M, N )). In other words, we have
(A.12)

C n (G, HomB (M, N )) = HomB (M, N ⊗ O(G)⊗n )

where the B-module structure on N ⊗ O(G)⊗n is induced by the map idB ⊗ 1 : B → B ⊗ O(G)⊗n (see the
proof of Lemma A.13 below for the details of the identification (A.12)). From the above arguments (see
(A.9)), we see that if M is cofibrant in dgMod(B), then the derived Hom complex between C • (G, M )
and C • (G, N ) is computed as the direct product total complex of C • (G, HomB (M, N )).
If M is finitely generated and projective as a graded module, then we may move the operation − ⊗
O(G)⊗n outside of HomB (M, −), so that C • (G, HomB (M, N )) is strictly Cartesian. This defines the
structure of a G-equivariant module on HomB (M, N ), so that C • (G, HomB (M, N )) is the associated
A-module. In general, however, (A.12) is a slight abuse of notation, and is not intended to mean that
HomB (M, N ) is an equivariant module in the strict sense (although we would like to think of the existence
of the O(X)• -module structure on (A.12) as an equivariant structure of some sort on HomB (M, N )).
There is an alternative description of C • (G, HomB (M, N )). Recall that the forgetful functor U :
dgModG (B) → dgMod(B) has a right adjoint R given by R(N ) = N ⊗ O(G), with B-module structure
induced by the map ∆ : B → B ⊗ O(G). The Barr-Beck construction then associates to each M ∈
dgModG (B) an augmented cosimplicial object M → R•G (M ) in dgModG (B), where RnG (M ) = M ⊗
O(G)⊗n+1 . The cosimplicial complex C • (G, HomB (M, N )) may be alternatively described as follows:
8For any α ∈ Ob(I), consider the slice category q/α, whose objects consist of F : [n] → I together with a map
ϕ : F (n) → α in I, and whose morphisms consist of maps [n] → [m] in ∆ that respect both structures. Consider the
endofunctor S : q/α → q/α that sends (F, ϕ) to (Fe, id), where Fe : [n + 1] → I is obtained by combining F and ϕ. Consider
the object ∗ ∈ Ob(q/α) given by F : [0] → I, F (0) = α, together with id : α → α. Write also by ∗ the endofunctor of q/α
that sends every object to ∗ and every morphism to the identity, then there are natural transformations id ⇒ S ⇐ ∗ given
by the maps [n] → [n + 1] ← [0] into the first n + 1 elements and the last element. Since natural transformation become
homotopy after taking nerves, we see that N (q/α) is contractible
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•
Lemma A.13. There is an isomorphism of cosimplicial complex C • (G, HomB (M, N )) ∼
= HomG
B (M, RG (M )),
G
where we denote by HomB (−, −) the Hom complex in the DG category dgModG (B).
•
•
Proof. By definition, C • (G, HomB (M, N )) := Hom∼
A• (C (G, M ), C (G, N )) is given in degree n by

C n (G, HomB (M, N )) = HomB⊗O(G)⊗n (M ⊗ O(G)⊗n , N ⊗ O(G)⊗n )
There are two useful conventions to simplify this expression. Namely, each map ϕ : [0] → [n] in ∆
gives rise to a map ϕ∗ : M → M ⊗ O(G)⊗n linear and Cartesian over the map ϕ∗ : B → B ⊗ O(G)⊗n
of CDGAs. We may fix a choice of such ϕ for each n, and use the induction-restriction adjunction to
simplify the expression.
If we choose ϕ0 : [0] → [n] by ϕ0 (0) = 0 for each n, then we obtain C n (G, HomB (M, N )) ∼
=
HomB (M, N ⊗ O(G)⊗n ) with the B-module structure on N ⊗ O(G)⊗n induced via (ϕ0 )∗ = idB ⊗ 1 :
B → B ⊗ O(G)⊗n . This description is precisely the one used in (A.12). One can verify that the induced cosimplicial structure maps are precisely those induced from a G-equivariant B-module structure
on HomB (M, N ) if M is finitely generated and projective as a graded B-module.
If we choose ϕn : [0] → [n] by ϕ0 (0) = n for each n, then we obtain C n (G, HomB (M, N )) ∼
=
HomB (M, N ⊗ O(G)⊗n ) with the B-module structure on N ⊗ O(G)⊗n induced via (ϕn )∗ = ∆(n) :
B → B ⊗ O(G)⊗n . This is therefore identified with
G
n
n
n
HomG
B (M, RG (N )) = HomB (M, R(R (N ))) = HomB (M, R (N ))

One can verify that the cosimplicial structure maps are also the same.



Consider again the adjunction U ⊣ R between dgMod(B) and dgModG (B). For each M ∈ dgModG (B),
the adjunction unit is given by the G-equivariant structure map ∆M : M → M ⊗ O(G). One can ask
whether this map splits:
Definition A.14. A G-equivariant DG module M over B is said to have split diagonal if the map
∆M : M → M ⊗ O(G) has a left inverse in dgModG (B).
If M ∈ dgModG (B) has split diagonal, then the splitting map induces in the obvious way an extra
degeneracy s−1 for the augmented cosimplicial object M → R•G (M ) in dgModG (B). Hence, Lemma A.13
implies the following
Corollary A.15. If N ∈ dgModG (B) has split diagonal, then the canonical map
Π
n
HomG
B (M, N ) → Tot∆ C (G, HomB (M, N ))

(A.16)
is a quasi-isomorphism.

Now we consider (linearly) reductive groups. We will show that if G is (linearly) reductive, then every
object in dgModG (B) has split diagonal (see Corollary A.20 below). First, we recall the existence of
Reynold operators on Hom complexes9:
Proposition A.17. For each M, N ∈ dgModG (B), there is a canonical retract E : HomB (M, N ) →
HomG
B (M, N ). Moreover, for any K, L ∈ dgModG (B), the following diagram commutes:
G
HomG
B (N, L) ⊗ HomB (M, N ) ⊗ HomB (K, M )

(A.18)

◦

id⊗E⊗id

HomB (K, L)
E

G
G
HomG
B (N, L) ⊗ HomB (M, N ) ⊗ HomB (K, M )

◦

HomG
B (K, L)

Proof. When B = k and when K, L, M, N are finite dimensional vector spaces concentrated in degree
0, then E is the standard Reynold operator (i.e., the unique G-equivariant retract Homk (M, N ) →
9We learned about this (for B = k) from [2], but it should be quite standard.
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HomG
k (M, N )), and (A.18) is a basic property. When M, N are not necessarily finite dimensional (but
still concentrated in degree 0, with B = k), we can characterize the map E as follows:
(A.19)

Suppose f : M → N satisfies f (V ) ⊂ W for finite dimensional G-stable subspaces V ⊂ M
and W ⊂ N , denote by fVW : V → W the restriction, then E(f )|V = E(fVW ).

If M, N are finite dimensional, then (A.19) is a property of E, which follows from the finite dimensional
case of (A.18). Since every element in a rational G-module is contained in a finite dimensional G-stable
subspace, the property (A.19) uniquely specify E(f ). Namely, for each x ∈ M , choose such V, W such
that x ∈ V , so that (A.19) determines E(f )(x). The property (A.19) in the finite dimensional case can
in turn be used to show that E(f )(x) is independent of the choice of V, W so that E is well-defined. It
clearly satisfies (A.18).
Now if B = k, and M, N are
Q any cochain complex of rational G-modules, then one can apply E
degreewise to Homik (M, N ) = j∈Z Homk (M j , N i+j ). It suffices to verify that the obtained retract
E : Homk (M, N ) → HomG
k (M, N ) is a map of cochain complexes. This in turn follows from (A.18) in
the above case because the differentials d : M i → M i+1 (and similarly for N ) are G-equivariant maps.
Finally, consider the general case of B being any CDGA. Since HomB (M, N ) ⊂ Homk (M, N ) is a
subcomplex, it suffices to show that E preserves this subcomplex. Notice that the fact that ∆M : M →
M ⊗ O(G) is linear over ∆B : B → B ⊗ O(G) can be rewritten as the fact that µM : B ⊗ M → M is
G-linear. Thus, given any f ∈ HomB (M, N ), we may apply E to f ◦ µM = µN ◦ (f ⊗ idB ), so that by
applying (A.18) for the case of B = k, we have
E(f ) ◦ µM = E(f ◦ µM ) = E(µN ◦ (f ⊗ idB )) = µN ◦ E(f ⊗ idB ) = µN ◦ E(f ) ⊗ idB
where the last equality follows from the following fact:
For any f ∈ Homk (M, N ) and g ∈ HomG
k (K, L), denote their tensor product by f ⊗ g ∈
Homk (M ⊗ K, N ⊗ L), then we have E(f ⊗ g) = E(f ) ⊗ g.
which is obvious in the finite dimensional case, which then implies the infinite dimensional case, and then
the case for cochain complexes.

Corollary A.20. If G is (linearly) reductive, then every N ∈ dgModG (B) has split diagonal, hence the
map (A.16) is a quasi-isomorphism.
Proof. Notice that the map f = idN ⊗ ǫ : N ⊗ O(G) → N is B-linear (where N ⊗ O(G) has the B-module
structure induced by ∆ : B → B ⊗ O(G)). Hence E(f ) is a map in dgModG (B). Moreover, since
f ◦ ∆N = id, the property (A.18) then implies that E(f ) ◦ ∆N = id, so that N has split diagonal.

Remark A.21. For G (linearly) reductive, B = k, N bounded below, and M bounded and finite dimensional, the fact that (A.16) is a quasi-isomorphism can be proved by the standard methods in classical
homological algebra.
Remark A.22. The functor C • (G, −) : dgModG (B) → dgMod(A• ) preserves quasi-isomorphisms, and
hence induces an ∞-functor dgM odG (B) → dgM od(A• ) between the ∞-categories obtained by localizing
at quasi-isomorphisms. This functor lands in the full subcategory dgM od(A• )hca ⊂ dgM od(A• ) consisting
of homotopy Carteisan modules. We expect that the ∞-functor dgM odG (B) → dgM od(A• )hca is an
equivalence for any linear algebraic group G, but have not been able to prove it. Since we will work
entirely within dgM od(A• )hca , we will not need this relation in this paper.
Appendix B. Small cosimplicial algebras
In the first part of this Appendix, we identify a certain subcategory of cosimplicial commutative
algebras that is equivalent to the category of CDGAs generated in degrees 0 and 1. Most of our arguments
in this part are parallel to those in [12], except that we do not impose the reducedness assumption. We
supply the details whenever modifications are needed for this generality. After that, we discuss some
applications to equivariant modules.
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Given a cosimplicial k-module A, denote by C(A) its total complex C n (A) = An , with differential
Pn+1
n−1
i i
d =
by N n (A) = ∩i=0
ker(si :
i=0 (−1) d . Denote by N (A) the normalized subcomplex, defined P
n
i
n+1
n
n−1
n
→ An )
A → A
), which is a subcomplex of (C(A), d). Recall that D (A) := i=1 Im(d : A
is also a subcomplex, which forms a direct sum C(A) = N (A) ⊕ D(A). The subcomplex D(A) has
zero cohomology, so that the inclusion N (A) ֒→ C(A) is a quasi-isomorphism. Denote the cosimplicial
Dold-Kan correspondence by
dgMod≥0
: Γ
k

N : Mod∆
k

For any A, B ∈ Mod∆
k , there are the Alexander-Whitney maps and the Eilenberg-Zilber shuffle maps
AW : C(A) ⊗ C(B) → C(A ⊗ B)

and

∇ : C(A ⊗ B) → C(A) ⊗ C(B)

both of which preserve the normalized subcomplexes. i.e., they restrict to
AW : N (A) ⊗ N (B) → N (A ⊗ B)

and

∇ : N (A ⊗ B) → N (A) ⊗ N (B)

Moreover, ∇ is a left inverse to AW when restricted to the normalized subcomplexes. i.e., we have
∇ ◦ AW = id on N (A) ⊗ N (B).
The Alexander-Whitney maps are associative, while the Eilenberg-Zilber maps are associative and
commutative. In particular, if A ∈ Alg∆
k , then C(A) is a DGA, with a cup product ∪ induced by the
Alexander-Whitney map. Moreover, N (A) is a sub-DGA. Explicitly, the cup product is given by
x ∪ y := (dp+q . . . dp+1 (x)) · (d0 . . . d0 (y))

for x ∈ Ap , y ∈ Aq

If confusion is possible, we will call the original product An ⊗ An → An the degreewise product, and
write a dot for the product, to distinguish it from the cup product ∪ : Ap ⊗ Aq → Ap+q . It is clear that
we have
di (x) ∪ y = di (x ∪ y)

(B.1)

j

j+p

x ∪ d (y) = d

for 0 ≤ i ≤ p

(x ∪ y)

for 1 ≤ j ≤ q + 1

from which it follows that DA ⊂ CA is a left ideal10 under the cup product.
Similarly, the Eilenberg-Zilber maps can be rephrased as a lax monoidal structure on Γ, so that if
≥0
B ∈ DGA≥0
k , then Γ(B) has a shuffle product. If B ∈ CDGAk , then the shuffle product is moreover
commutative. This gives two functors
≥0
N : Alg∆
k → DGAk ,

and

∆
Γ : DGA≥0
k → Algk

We have the following
Lemma B.2. The composition N ◦ Γ is isomorphic to the identity functor on DGA≥0
k . Moreover, the
functor Γ is always fully faithful.
Proof. The first statement follows from the fact that ∇ ◦ AW = id on normalized subcomplexes. The
second statement then follows by considering the commutative diagram
∼
=

HomDGA≥0 (A, B)

Γ

HomdgMod≥0 (A, B)

Γ
∼
=

k

k

HomAlg∆
(Γ(A), Γ(B))
k

N

HomMod∆
(Γ(A), Γ(B))
k

N
∼
=

HomDGA≥0 (N Γ(A), N Γ(B))
k

HomdgMod≥0 (N Γ(A), N Γ(B))
k


10There seems to be a small mistake in [12]. Namely, the subcomplex DA is defined in [12] using a different convention,
which seems to be then a right ideal.
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Given a class of non-negatively graded DGAs, the functor Γ then embeds it as a full subcategory of
Alg∆
k . We may then try to characterize this subcategory by specifying some properties that these objects
should satsify. We will focus primarily on CDGAs. Then Γ(B) must be commutative. Moreover, it
follows directly from the definition of the shuffle product that Γ(B) must be 1-thin in the sense of the
following
1
Definition B.3. A cosimplicial commutative algebra A ∈ Alg∆
k is said to be 1-thin if the ideal N (A) =
0
1
ker(s ) ⊂ A is square zero (with respect to the degreewise product).

In fact, if B is a non-negatively graded CDGA, then each Γn (B) is an infinitesimal thickening of B 0 ,
and there are many more “thinness” conditions that Γ(B) should specify. However, for our purpose, this
condition suffices.
Definition B.4. A simplicial algebra A ∈ Alg∆
k is said to be [0, 1]-generated if the DGA N (A) is
generated in degree 0 and 1 (by cup product and k-linear sums).
A simplicial algebra A is said to be small if it is commutative, 1-thin, and [0, 1]-generated.
A non-negatively graded CDGA B is said to be small if it is generated in degree 0 and 1.
Lemma B.5. If A ∈ Alg∆
k is [0, 1]-generated, then C(A) is generated in degree 0 and 1 (by cup product
and k-linear sums).
Proof. By the decomposition C n (A) = N n (A) ⊕ Dn (A), it suffices to show that Dn (A) is generated
by cup product by C 1 (A), for each n ≥ 2. We first prove it for n = 2. For each x ∈ C 1 (A), notice
that d0 (x) = 1A1 ∪ x and d2 (x) = x ∪ 1A1 , hence both are ∪-generated by C 1 (A). If x ∈ N 1 (A), then
d0 (x) − d1 (x) + d2 (x) ∈ N 2 (A), which is ∪-generated by N 1 (A) by assumption. Thus, d1 (x) is also
∪-generated by C 1 (A). Finally, if x ∈ D1 (A), say x = d1 (y), then we have d1 (x) = d2 (x), hence also
∪-generated by C 1 (A). To complete the proof, one can prove the case for n ≥ 3 by induction, using
(B.1).

Remark B.6. In [12], the converse is also shown to be true under a further reducedness assumption (i.e.,
A0 = k). We haven’t been able to prove the converse in general.
Lemma B.7. If A ∈ CAlg∆
k is small, then N (A) is commutative, hence small.
Proof. Since N (A) is generated in degrees 0 and 1, it suffices to show that these elements (graded)
commute with each other. The fact that N 0 (A) is commutative is obvious. Given a ∈ N 0 (A) and
x ∈ N 1 (A), we have a∪x = d1 (a)·x and x∪a = x·d0 (a). These are the same since d0 (a)−d1 (a) ∈ N 1 (A),
which multiply with x to get 0. Thus, it suffices to show that x ∪ x = 0, for which the proof of [12,
Lemma 2.8a] carries over without change.

Thus, we see that Γ and N give functors
(B.8)

(CDGA≥0
k )small : Γ

N : (CAlg∆
k )small

Proposition B.9. The functors (B.8) are inverse equivalences of each other.
∆
Proof. It suffices to show that A ∼
= Γ(N (A)) for all A ∈ (CAlgk )small . Clearly, they have the same
≥0
simplicial module structure. Moreover, we have N (A) ∼
= N (Γ(N (A))) in CDGAk . Therefore, we may
identify A and Γ(N (A)) as a simplicial module, and think of having two commutative product structure
· and ·′ on A (both are small) inducing cup products ∪ and ∪′ on C(A) respectively, such that ∪ = ∪′
on N (A) ⊂ C(A).
First, we show that ∪ = ∪′ on C(A). Since both product structures are small, by Lemma B.5, it
suffices to show that

(B.10)

a1 ∪ a2 ∪ . . . ∪ an = a1 ∪′ a2 ∪′ . . . ∪′ an

for each ai that are in either A0 , N 1 (A) or D1 (A). We induct on the number of times such elements
come from D1 (A). If none of the ai ’s are in D1 (A), then (B.10) holds by assumption. If ai ∈ D1 (A) for
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some i > 1, say ai = d1 (bi ), then we can apply (B.1) to both sides and use the induction hypothesis. If
a1 = d1 (b), then notice that
d1 (b) ∪ y = d0 (b) ∪ y + (d0 (b) − d1 (b)) ∪ y = d0 (b ∪ y) + (d0 (b) − d1 (b)) ∪ y
where y = a2 ∪ . . . ∪ an (the same holds for ∪′ ). Since d0 (b) − d1 (b) ∈ N 1 (A), we may use the induction
hypothesis again.
Next, we note that · = ·′ on A0 and A1 . For A0 it can be directly read off from the cup product. For A1 ,
since both products are commutative and square-zero on N 1 (A), it suffices to show that d1 (a)·x = d1 (a)·′ x
for x ∈ N 1 (A) and a ∈ A0 . But these are just x ∪ a and x ∪′ a respectively, and hence are equal. To
complete the proof (i.e., to show that · = ·′ ), we note, as in [12], that the commutativity of A implies
that
(x1 ∪ . . . ∪ xp ) · (y1 ∪ . . . ∪ yp ) = (x1 · y1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ (xp · yp )
for xi , yi ∈ A1 (the same holds for ·′ and ∪′ ).



Definition B.11. Given any [0, 1]-generated simplicial commutative algebra A, its 1-thin quotient is
the simplicial commutative algebra A(1) obtained by quotienting out the simplicial ideal generated by
N 1 (A)2 ⊂ A1 . Clearly, A(1) is small.
Recall that we have a functor Γ : CDGA≥0
→ CAlg∆
k . It is easy to see that it has a left adjoint
k
≥0
∗
Γ∗ : CAlg∆
k → CDGAk . Proposition B.14 allows us to describe Γ (A) when A is [0, 1]-generated:
∗
∼
Proposition B.12. Suppose that A ∈ CAlg∆
k is [0, 1]-generated, then we have Γ (A) = N (A(1) ), where
∗
A(1) is the 1-thin quotient of A. Moreover, the adjunction counit A → ΓΓ (A) is the quotient map
A → A(1) to its 1-thin quotient.

Proof. For any B ∈ CDGA≥0
(A, Γ(B)) ∼
=
k , we have seen that Γ(B) is 1-thin, so that we have HomCAlg∆
k
HomCAlg∆
(A
,
Γ(B)).
Since
A
is
small,
we
have
A
=
Γ(N
(A
)).
Since
Γ
is
always
fully
faithful
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
k
(see Lemma B.2), we see that HomCAlg∆
(A(1) , Γ(B)) ∼
= HomCDGA≥0 (N (A(1) ), B), which shows that
k
k
∗
∼
Γ (A) = N (A(1) ). The description of the adjunction counit as the quotient map is also clear by tracing
through the isomorphisms.

We now consider the special case of a global quotient. Thus, let G be a linear algebraic group acting
on an affine scheme Y = Spec B, and let X = [Y /G] (see (1.6) for our convention). In the cosimplicial
commutative algebra given by O(X)n = B ⊗ O(G)⊗n . Its cup product is given by
(b′ ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fp ) ∪ (b′′ ⊗ fp+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn ) = [(b′ ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fp ) · ∆(p) (b′′ )] ⊗ fp+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fn
where ∆(p) : B → B ⊗ O(G)⊗p is the repeated coaction map. In particular, we have b ∪ f1 ∪ . . . ∪ fn =
b ⊗ f1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ fp , where, on the left hand side, we think of b to lie in O(X0 ) and fi to lie in O(X1 ) via
1 ⊗ fi .
In a more classical language, we may write C n (G, B) as the set of algebraic functions Gn → B. Then
for F1 ∈ C p (G, B) and F2 ∈ C q (G, B), the cup product is the function
(B.13)

(F1 ∪ F2 )(g1 , . . . , gp+q ) = F1 (g1 , . . . , gp ) · ρg1 ...gp (F2 (gp+1 , . . . , gp+q ))

where ρ is the left G-action on B dual to the right G-action on Y .
Notice that the normalized subcomplex is given by N n (O(X)) = B ⊗ m⊗n , where m ⊂ O(G) is the
maximal ideal corresponding to the identity element e ∈ G(k). Thus, O(X) is [0, 1]-generated. We may
then form its 1-thin quotient, which is described by the following
Proposition B.14. The normalization of the 1-thin quotient of O([Y /G]) is given by N (O([Y /G])(1) ) ∼
=
CE(g∗ , B) as a CDGA. If M is a G-equivariant B-module, then N (C • (G, M ) ⊗O([Y /G]) O([Y /G])(1) ) ∼
=
CE(g∗ , M ) as a DG module over CE(g∗ , B).
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Moreover, the map to these quotients are given by
N n (O([Y /G]))

N n (O([Y /G])(1) )

B ⊗ m⊗n

B ⊗ Λn (g∗ )

(B.15)

N n (C • (G, M ))

N n (C • (G, M ) ⊗O([Y /G]) O([Y /G])(1) )

M ⊗ m⊗n

M ⊗ Λn (g∗ )

(B.16)

where the horizontal map on bottom of each diagram is obtained by taking m ։ m/m2 = g∗ and then
multiply.
Proof. The statements for B = k are precisely [12, Lemma 3.1, 3.4]. In particular [12, Lemma 3.4] establishes both of our statements at the level of cochain complexes, so we just need to check the compatibility
of product and module structures, which is obvious.

A similar statement also holds for Hom complexes. Let P, M ∈ dgModG (B). Then recall from (A.12)
that there is an O([Y /G])-module C • (G, HomB (P, M )). Recall also from (2.12) that there is a CE(g∗ , B)module CE(g∗ , HomB (P, M )). These two are related by
N n (G, HomB (P, M ))

CEn (g∗ , HomB (P, M ))

HomB (P, M ⊗ m⊗n )

HomB (P, M ⊗ Λn g∗ )

(B.17)

where the horizontal map on bottom is obtained by taking m ։ m/m2 = g∗ and then multiply. This
map is linear over the map (B.15) of DG algebras. Indeed, if P is finitely generated and projective as
a graded B-module, then Q = HomB (P, M ) has an honest equivariant B-module structure, so that this
follows from (B.16). In general, the map on the first line of (B.17) is defined by the normalization of
(B.18)

∼
•
•
•
•
Hom∼
A• (C (G, P ), C (G, M )) → HomA• (C (G, P ), C (G, M ) ⊗O([Y /G]) O([Y /G])(1) )

(see (A.6) for notation) and the validity of the description (B.17) of it can be detected by taking maps
K → P from K that is finitely generated and projective as a graded B-module.
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